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Foreword 
This Technical Specification has been produced by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). 

The contents of the present document are subject to continuing work within the TSG and may change following formal 
TSG approval. Should the TSG modify the contents of the present document, it will be re-released by the TSG with an 
identifying change of release date and an increase in version number as follows: 

Version x.y.z 

where: 

x the first digit: 

1 presented to TSG for information; 

2 presented to TSG for approval; 

3 or greater indicates TSG approved document under change control. 

y the second digit is incremented for all changes of substance, i.e. technical enhancements, corrections, 
updates, etc. 

z the third digit is incremented when editorial only changes have been incorporated in the document. 

In the present document, modal verbs have the following meanings: 

shall indicates a mandatory requirement to do something 

shall not indicates an interdiction (prohibition) to do something 

The constructions "shall" and "shall not" are confined to the context of normative provisions, and do not appear in 
Technical Reports. 

The constructions "must" and "must not" are not used as substitutes for "shall" and "shall not". Their use is avoided 
insofar as possible, and they are not used in a normative context except in a direct citation from an external, referenced, 
non-3GPP document, or so as to maintain continuity of style when extending or modifying the provisions of such a 
referenced document. 

should indicates a recommendation to do something 

should not indicates a recommendation not to do something 

may indicates permission to do something 

need not indicates permission not to do something 

The construction "may not" is ambiguous and is not used in normative elements. The unambiguous constructions 
"might not" or "shall not" are used instead, depending upon the meaning intended. 

can indicates that something is possible 

cannot indicates that something is impossible 

The constructions "can" and "cannot" are not substitutes for "may" and "need not". 

will indicates that something is certain or expected to happen as a result of action taken by an agency 
the behaviour of which is outside the scope of the present document 

will not indicates that something is certain or expected not to happen as a result of action taken by an 
agency the behaviour of which is outside the scope of the present document 

might indicates a likelihood that something will happen as a result of action taken by some agency the 
behaviour of which is outside the scope of the present document 
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might not indicates a likelihood that something will not happen as a result of action taken by some agency 
the behaviour of which is outside the scope of the present document 

In addition: 

is (or any other verb in the indicative mood) indicates a statement of fact 

is not (or any other negative verb in the indicative mood) indicates a statement of fact 

The constructions "is" and "is not" do not indicate requirements. 
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1 Scope 
The present document specifies the media types, formats, codecs capabilities and profiles for the messaging applications 
used over the 5G System. The scope of the present document extends to codecs for speech, audio, video, still images, 
bitmap graphics, 3D scenes and assets, and other media in general, as well as scene description.  

2 References 
The following documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of the present 
document. 

- References are either specific (identified by date of publication, edition number, version number, etc.) or 
non-specific. 

- For a specific reference, subsequent revisions do not apply. 

- For a non-specific reference, the latest version applies. In the case of a reference to a 3GPP document (including 
a GSM document), a non-specific reference implicitly refers to the latest version of that document in the same 
Release as the present document. 

[1] 3GPP TR 21.905: "Vocabulary for 3GPP Specifications". 

[2] Khronos glTF 2.0, glTF™ 2.0 Specification (khronos.org) 

[3]  ISO/IEC 23090-14 AMD 2, Information technology — Coded representation of immersive media 
— Part 14: Scene description — Amendment 2: Support for haptics, augmented reality, avatars, 
Interactivity, MPEG-I audio, and lighting 

[4] 3GPP TS 26.511: "5G Media Streaming (5GMS); Profiles, Codecs and Formats". 

[5] 3GPP TS 26.117: "5G Media Streaming (5GMS); Speech and audio profiles". 

[6] IETF Draft draft-ietf-mimi-content-01: "More Instant Messaging Interoperability (MIMI) message 
content",  Rohan Mahy 

[7] 3GPP TS 22.140: "Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS); Stage 1".  

[8] Open Mobile alliance, "MMS Architecture" OMA-AD-MMS-V1_3-20110913-A. 

[9] Open Mobile alliance, "Multimedia Messaging Service Encapsulation Protocol" OMA-TS-
MMS_ENC-V1_3-20110913-A. 

[10] GSMA "RCS Universal Profile Service Definition Document", Version 2.6, 19 December 2022 

[11] GSMA PRD RCC.07 version 13.0 - "Rich Communication Suite - Advanced Communications 
Services and Client Specification" 19 December 2022[12] IETF RFC 2046: "Multipurpose 
Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Part Two: Media Types" 

[12] IETF RFC 2046, "Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Part Two: Media Types" 

[13] ISO/IEC 14496-12: "Information technology - Coding of audio-visual objects -Part 12: ISO base 
media file format". 

[14] ISO/IEC 23000-24:2023 Preliminary Draft of: Information technology — Multimedia application 
format (MPEG-A) — Part 24: Messaging Media Application Format (MeMAF) ". 

NOTE:  A preliminary draft of this standard is available as MDS23345_W03_N1082 here: 
https://www.mpeg.org/wp-content/uploads/mpeg_meetings/144_Hannover/w23345.zip 

[15] 3GPP 23.140: "Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS); Functional Description; Stage 2". 

[16] ITU-T Recommendation T.81: "Information technology; Digital compression and coding of 
continuous-tone still images: Requirements and guidelines". 

https://registry.khronos.org/glTF/specs/2.0/glTF-2.0.html
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[17] "JPEG File Interchange Format", Version 1.02, September 1, 1992. 

[18] "Exchangeable image file format for digital still cameras: EXIF 2.2", Specification by the Japan 
Electronics and Information Technology Industries Association (JEITA), April 2002, URL: 
http://www.exif.org/ 

[19] CompuServe Incorporated: "GIF Graphics Interchange Format: A Standard defining a mechanism 
for the storage and transmission of raster-based graphics information", Columbus, OH, USA, 
1987. 

[20] Compuserve Incorporated, Columbus, Ohio (1990): "Graphics Interchange Format (Version 89a)". 

[21] IETF RFC 2083: "PNG (Portable Networks Graphics) Specification version 1.0 ", T. Boutell, et. 
al., March 1997. 

[22] ISO/IEC 23000-22:2019 Information technology — Multimedia application format (MPEG-A) — 
Part 22: Multi-image application format (MIAF) 

[23] IETF RFC 2045, "Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Part One: Format of Internet 
Message Bodies", November 1996 

[24] ISO/IEC 23008-12:2019 Information technology — High efficiency coding and media delivery in 
heterogeneous environments — Part 12: Image File Format 

[25] ITU-T Recommendation H.265 (02/2018): "High efficiency video coding". 

[26] 3GPP TS 26.244: "Transparent end-to-end packet switched streaming service (PSS); 3GPP file 
format (3GP)" 

[27] 3GPP TS 26.245: "Transparent end-to-end packet switched streaming service (PSS); Timed text 
format" 

[28] ISO/IEC 14496-30: "Information technology - Coding of audio-visual objects - Part 30: Timed 
text and other visual overlays in ISO base media file format". 

[29] IETF RFC 2387, "The MIME Multipart/Related Content-type" 

[30] IETF RFC 6381, "The 'Codecs' and 'Profiles' Parameters for "Bucket" Media Types" 

[31] 3GPP TS 26.307, "Presentation Layer for 3GPP Services" 

[32] 3GPP TS 26.140, "Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS); Media formats and codecs" 

[33] IETF RFC 2077, "The Model Primary Content Type for Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions" 

[34] 3GPP TS 26.119, "Media Capabilities for Augmented Reality" 

 

3 Definitions of terms, symbols and abbreviations 

3.1 Terms 
For the purposes of the present document, the terms given in TR 21.905 [1] and the following apply. A term defined in 
the present document takes precedence over the definition of the same term, if any, in TR 21.905 [1]. 

Messaging Media Profile: a set of UE capability requirements associated to a media-centric messaging service 
scenario. 

http://www.exif.org/
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3.2 Symbols 
For the purposes of the present document, the following symbols apply: 

<symbol> <Explanation> 
 

3.3 Abbreviations 
For the purposes of the present document, the abbreviations given in TR 21.905 [1] and the following apply. An 
abbreviation defined in the present document takes precedence over the definition of the same abbreviation, if any, in 
TR 21.905 [1]. 

AAC Advanced Audio Coding 
AMR Adaptive MultiRate 
API Application Programming Interface 
AVC Advanced Video Coding 
DCT Discrete Cosine Transform 
glTF  Graphics Library Transmission Format 
IANA Internet Assigned Numbers Authority 
MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions 
MIMI More Instant Messaging Interoperability 
MMBP multimedia messaging body part 
MMS Multimedia Messaging Service 
OMA Open Mobile Alliance 
PDU Protocol Data Unit 
RCS Rich Communication Services 
 

4 Overview and Context 

4.1 Background and Assumptions 
Messaging services typically define a message container. Such a container typically carries one or more body parts with 
the actual message content (for example, an emoji used in a reaction, a plain text or rich text message or reply, a link, or 
an inline image, or richer media types). 

An important feature of messages are body parts that include media content. Different media content exists, such as 
simple and rich text, still images, graphics, speech, audio, video, 3D scenes and many other media types. 

This specification is not defining a container format, but it addresses the usability of 3GPP defined media types and 
formats into messages as part of a message body within message containers. Examples for message containers are OMA 
MMS PDUs [7][8][9][15], IETF MIMI message containers [6] or GSMA RCS [10][11]. 

The focus of this specification is the definition of parts of message body that carry multimedia content, referred to as 
multimedia messaging body part (MMBP). This specification does not generally define how the body part is encoded: 
existing functionalities, for example the ones defined in OMA MMS PDUs [7][8][9][15] or MIMI message containers 
[6] may be used for this purpose. However, this specification provides the definition of an MMBP using the ISO Base 
Media File format [13] to provide features for mixing multiple sub-parts into a single body part. The specification relies 
on ISO/IEC 23000-24 [14]. 

NOTE:  This specification does not define advanced MMBP features using the ISO Base Media File format [13] 
such that multiple sub-parts may be mixed into a single body part. This feature is for further study, 
possibly in alignment with ISO/IEC 23000-24 [14]. 

However, this specification is not restricted to be used with a fully specified Messaging Service, it may as well be used 
as part of third-party messaging services as message body, or more specifically as MMBP. It may also serve to support 
content interoperability across different messaging services. 

The term media type is used as short to refer to the IANA media type, subtype, and parameters as defined in IETF RFC 
2046 [12] and provides defined properties of a content. For example, it may tell if the content is video or audio, it 
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provides the encapsulation format, and it may provide parameters such as the codec in use. This specification defines, or 
at least assigns to each defined MMBP a media type, in order to uniquely identify the media type. 

In order to use MMBPs as defined in this specification as part of a message container format, it is expected that the 
message container format supports the following functionalities: 

1) It can carry an octet string representing the content of the MMBP 

2) It can signal the media type of the content. 

3)  The content and media type of the content is not restricted but allows to include formats that are not defined in 
the core container format. 

In addition, a container format may support one or more of the following functionalities in alignment of definitions in 
IETF MIMI [6] and IETF RFC 2046 [12]: 

- the body can be multi-part, i.e, it can have multiple, possibly nested parts, referred to as sub-parts, with one of 
the following properties and structures 

- mixed: there are multiple media types associated with the same message which need to be rendered together, 
for example a rich-text message with an inline image. The receiver is expected to process as many of the 
nested parts at this level as possible.  

- alternative: there are multiple media types associated with the same message and the receiver can choose an 
appropriate one based on its own policies using the media type or possibly other parameters (e.g. a language) 
of each part. 

- related: there are multiple media types associated with the same message and all the nested body parts at this 
level are part of a single entity that are processed jointly, possibly by providing a root object for initial 
processing. If the receiver does not understand even one of the nested parts at this level, the receiver is not 
expected to process any of them. 

- nested: there are multiple media types associated with the same message, and one or several of the media 
types are representing a single, mixed, alternative or related structure.  

- it may have body parts that reference external content via URI that will be processed automatically. It includes a 
media type and may optionally include the size of the data, an expiration timestamp other parameters. The 
content may be rendered with the other parts of the message, or a be downloaded or rendered separately.  

- it may have body parts for which the content is encrypted. 

Note that based on the above, the MMBP may be the entire part of a message body, or it may be a sub-part. 

4.2 System Description 
Based on the background and assumptions in clause 4.1, Figure 4.2-1 provides an example system for a messaging 
services and highlights scope of this specification, namely the definition of a multimedia messaging body part (MMBP) 
and the associated metadata. 
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MMBP-GEN-API MMBP-PLAY-API

 

Figure 4.2-1 Example system for Messaging multimedia message exchange 

A Messaging Service Sender instructs a MMBP generator to generate an MMBP, for example using an API. This for 
example allows to define configurations on codecs, size, experiences or other attributes of the MMBP. The details of 
such an API are outside the scope of this specification. The sender adds the MMBP to a Container Message (either 
included as a body part or by reference), together with MMBP metadata parameters that provide information about the 
MMBP. Metadata includes, but is not limited to: 

- The media type of the MMBP, including subtypes and parameters for codecs, etc. 

- The size of the MMBP 

- Accessibility or language information about the MMBP 

- processing requirements of recommendations of the MMBP 

The client of the messaging service receives the container message that includes the above information. The client 
communicates with a MMBP player its capabilities whether the MMBP can be played back, and if multiple alternatives 
are present, which of those are to be selected. Then the messaging service client instructs the MMBP player to playback 
the MMBP as part of the messaging service, based on the processing requirements and instructions. Playback may be 
combined with additional instructions for a player, including play, pause, seek, etc.  

4.3 MMBP Player Model 
The design of the formats defined in this document is based on the player model as shown in Figure 4.3-2. The figure 
illustrates the logical components of a conceptual MMBP Player model. In this figure, the MMBP parser receives the 
MMBP, and playback instructions. The Messaging Service Client may use metadata provided in a container message 
for playback selection. Such metadata may for example include codec capability information, language codes, 
accessibility information and other information for the selection of alternative parts in the MMBP.  

The client then provides the sub-parts for processing and decoding to the related sub-part processors, and controls those 
for playback. The rendered message output may be handed back to the Messaging Service client for inband rendering or 
may be rendered directly. 
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Sub-Parts
Message 
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Rendering Output

MMBP-PLAY-API

Sub-parts
MMBP

Server

Figure 4.3-1 MMBP Player Model 

Beyond the MMBP formats, this specification also defines capabilities of 3GPP-based MMBP players.  

4.4 Generic MMBP Data Model 
Based on the description in clause 4.1, an MMBP can be the full body or part of the body of a container message. 

An MMBP itself is identified by a media type. 

The MMBP may be a single content with a media type. 

The MMBP may include multiple additional MMBPs. The following multi-part MMBPs are defined: 

- mixed MMBP: multiple MMBPs are associated with the mixed MMBP that shall be rendered together. Each 
MMBP is identified by a media type. The receiver is expected to process as many as possible of the included 
MMBPs based on its capabilities.  

- parallel MMBP: multiple MMBPs are associated with the parallel MMBP that shall be rendered together. Each 
MMBP is identified by a media type. Real-time MMBPs included in a parallel MMBP share the same MMBP 
presentation timeline, which has a value of zero at the earliest media sample intended for presentation. If 
presented jointly, they shall be presented using this common MMBP presentation timeline. 

- alternative MMBP: multiple MMBPs are associated with the alternative MMBP. Each MMBP is identified by a 
media type. The receiver is expected to process exactly one based on its capabilities.  

- related MMBP: multiple objects are associated with the process MMBP. One object is identified as a root 
MMBP. The root MMBP is identified by a media type. The root MMBP is processed and identifies if any, 
several or all of the remaining objects are used as well. Hence, all other objects are typically also identified by 
media types, and a URL that links the objects being part of the related MMBP. The processor of the root MMBP 
also controls the selection, presentation and timing of the other objects.  

MMBPs are a recursive structure. Hence, a receiver shall expect that multi-part MMBPs contain other multi-part 
MMBPs. 

4.5 Media Capabilities and Profiles 
This specification defines media capabilities for both, MMBP generators as well as MMBP players in clause 5. The 
media capabilities provide requirements for content generation as well as playback instructions, respectively.  

This specification also defines profiles for content generators and players. Profiles are a collection of media capability 
requirements and recommendations as defined in clause 6. 

External specifications may reference capabilities defined in this specification. 
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Preferably, external specifications should reference full media profiles. 

 

5 MMBP Media Capabilities for different Media Types 

5.1 Introduction 
In order to guarantee a minimum support and compatibility between messaging capable terminals, MMBP Generators 
and MMBP Players in UEs supporting specific media content with associated media types. 

The clause defines multimedia messaging body parts (MMBPs) for different media types as well as the associated 
media types. 

According to the introduction in clause 4, MMBPs defined in this clause,  

- may be used as full body parts or sub-parts in message bodies.  

- may either be a single binary octet string, or they may consist of multiple parts. If the latter, the conceptual 
relationship introduced in clause 4.4 is defined that is mapped to container formats defined in clause 5.2. 

Media Types and related capabilities defined in this specification for playback are provided in Table 5.1-1. 

Table 5.1-1 Media Types and Capabilities defined in TS 26.143 for playback and decoding 

Media 
Type in the 
present TS 

Capabilities defined in this specification Claus
e 

Media Type signalling example 

Multipart 
MMBPs 
and 
Container 
Formats 

26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_SINGLE 

26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_MIXED 

26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_ALTERNAT
IVE 

26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_PARALLEL 

26143_CONTAINER_RFC2387_RELATED 

26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 

5.2.1 Media type of subtype 

multipart/mixed 

multipart/alternative 

multipart/parallel 

multipart/related 

video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 

Text 26143_TEXT_PLAIN 5.3.1 text/plain 

Speech 26143_AUDIO_EVS  

26143_AUDIO_AMR-WB 

26143_AUDIO_AMR 

5.5.1 audio/mp4 

Audio 26143_AUDIO_XHE-AAC  

26143_AUDIO_EAAC+ 

5.5.1 audio/mp4 

Image 26143_IMG_JPEG  

26143_IMG_HEIC 

26143_IMG_GIF 

26143_IMG_PNG 

 

5.4.1 image/jpeg 

image/heic, 
profile="heic,MiHB" 
imageTypes="hvc1.1.2.L153.B
0" 

image/gif 

image/png 
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Video 26143_VIDEO_AVC-HD 

26143_VIDEO_AVC-FullHD 

26143_VIDEO_HEVC-HD 

26143_VIDEO_HEVC-FullHD 

26143_VIDEO_HEVC-UHD  

5.6.1 video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="avc1.640028" 

video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="avc1.640029" 

video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="hvc1.1.2.L93.B0" 

video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="hvc1.1.2.L123.B0" 

video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="hvc1.1.2.L153.B0" 

Subtitles 
and Text 

26143_TT_3GPP 

26143_TT_IMSC11 

5.7.1 text/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="tx3g" 

application/mp4, 
profile="3gp9" 
codecs="stpp.ttml.im2t" 

3d scenes 
and assets 

26143_SCENE_GLTF20  

26143_SCENE_GLTF20_AR  

26143_SCENE_GLTF20_GLB 

26143_SCENE_GLTF20_GLB_AR 

5.8 model/gltf+json 

 

model/gltf-binary 

 

Presentatio
n format 

26143_PRESENTATION_HTML5  5.9 text/html 

 

Media Types and related capabilities defined in this specification for content generation are provided in Table 5.1-2. 

Table 5.1-2 Media Types and Capabilities defined in TS 26.143 for generation 

Media Type in 
the present TS 

Capabilities defined in this specification Clause Media Type signalling example 

Multipart 
MMBPs and 
Container 
Formats 

26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_SINGLE_
GEN 

26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_MIXED_G
EN 

26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_ALTERNA
TIVE_GEN 

26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_PARALLE
L_GEN 

26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9_GEN 

5.2.2 Media type of subtype 

multipart/mixed 

multipart/alternative 

multipart/parallel 

video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 

Text 26143_TEXT_ENC_PLAIN 5.3.1 text/plain 

Speech 26143_AUDIO_ENC_EVS  

26143_AUDIO_ENC_AMR-WB 

26143_AUDIO_ENC_AMR 

5.5.1 audio/mp4 

Audio 26143_AUDIO_ENC_XHE-AAC  5.5.1 audio/mp4 
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26143_AUDIO_ENC_EAAC+ 

Image 26143_IMG_ENC_JPEG  

 

5.4.1 image/jpeg 

 

Video 26143_VIDEO_ENC_AVC-HD 

26143_VIDEO_ENC_AVC-FullHD 

26143_VIDEO_ENC_HEVC-HD 

26143_VIDEO_ENC_HEVC-FullHD 

26143_VIDEO_ENC_HEVC-UHD  

5.6.2 video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="avc1.640028" 

video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="avc1.640029" 

video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="hvc1.1.2.L93.B0" 

video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="hvc1.1.2.L123.B0" 

video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="hvc1.1.2.L153.B0" 

Text 26143_TT_ENC_3GPP 5.7.2 text/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="tx3g" 

 

5.2 Multipart MMBPs and Container Formats 

5.2.1 Player and Decoding capabilities 

The capability 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_SINGLE is defined as the capability of processing a body part of 
with a top-level media type as defined in IETF RFC 2046 [12] with one of the following top-level media types: text, 
audio, image, video, model, multipart, and application.  

The capability 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_MIXED is defined as the capability of processing a body part of 
subtype multipart/mixed as defined in IETF RFC 2046 [12] further restricted by the processing defined in clause 
4.4 for mixed MMBPs. In the context of this specification, the media type for multipart media types with this capability 
26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_MIXED shall be signalled with multipart/mixed as defined in IETF RFC 2046 
[12]. 

The capability 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_ALTERNATIVE is defined as the capability of processing a body 
part of subtype multipart/alternative as defined in IETF RFC 2046 [12] further restricted by the processing 
defined in clause 4.4 for alternative MMBPs. In the context of this specification, the media type for multipart media 
types with this capability 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_MIXED shall be signalled with 
multipart/alternative as defined in IETF RFC 2046 [12]. 

The capability 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_PARALLEL is defined as the capability of processing a body part of 
subtype multipart/parallel as defined in IETF RFC 2046 [12] further restricted by the processing defined in 
clause 4.4 for parallel MMBPs. In the context of this specification, the media type for multipart media types with this 
capability 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_PARALLEL shall be signalled with multipart/parallel as defined 
in IETF RFC 2046 [12]. 

The capability 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2387_RELATED is defined as the capability of processing a body part of 
subtype multipart/related as defined in IETF RFC 2387 [29] further restricted by the processing defined in 
clause 4.4 for related MMBPs. In the context of this specification, the media type for multipart media types with this 
capability 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2387_RELATED shall be signalled with multipart/parallel as defined 
in IETF RFC 2387 [29] with the root MMBP either signalled with the start parameter, or if not present, the root 
MMBP being the first body part within the Multipart/Related body and the type of the root MMBP signalled with the 
type parameter. 

The capability 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 is defined as the capability of processing a body part conforming to 
a 3GP file Rel-9 basic profile as defined in TS 26.244 [26] identified by the brand '3gp9' and further restricted by the 
processing defined in clause 4.4 for parallel MMBPs. In the context of this specification, the media type for multipart 
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media types with this capability 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 shall be signalled using a media type as defined 
IETF RFC 6381 [30] using for example video/mp4, profile="3gp9" or an equivalently compatible media 
type and shall use the codecs parameter to further provide information about the contained MMBPs. 

NOTE:  This specification does not define mechanisms for referencing external content. This aspect is for further 
study. 

5.2.2 MMBP Content Generator capabilities 

The capability 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_SINGLE_GEN is defined as the capability of generating a body part 
of with a top-level media type as defined in IETF RFC 2046 [12] with one of the following top-level media types: 
text, audio, image, video, and multipart that can be processed by a MMBP processor with the capability 
26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_SINGLE. 

The capability 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_MIXED_GEN is defined as the capability of generating a body part of 
subtype multipart/mixed as defined in IETF RFC 2046 [12] with media type signalling with 
multipart/mixed as defined in IETF RFC 2046 [12] that can be processed by a MMBP processor with the 
capability 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_MIXED. 

The capability 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_ALTERNATIVE_GEN is defined as the capability of generating a 
body part of subtype multipart/alternative as defined in IETF RFC 2046 [12] with media type signalling with 
multipart/alternative as defined in IETF RFC 2046 [12] that can be processed by a MMBP processor with the 
capability 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_ALTERNATIVE. 

The capability 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_PARALLEL_GEN is defined as the capability of generating a body 
part of subtype multipart/parallel as defined in IETF RFC 2046 [12] with media type signalling with 
multipart/parallel as defined in IETF RFC 2046 [12] that can be processed by a MMBP processor with the 
capability 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_PARALLEL. 

The capability 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9_GEN is defined as the capability of generating a body part 
conforming to a 3GP file Rel-9 basic profile as defined in TS 26.244 [26] identified by the brand '3gp9' using a 
media type as defined IETF RFC 6381 [30], for example video/mp4, profile="3gp9" or an equivalently 
compatible media type and using the codecs parameter to further provide information about the contained MMBPs. 

5.3 Text 

5.3.1 Player and Decoding capabilities 

The capability 26143_TEXT_PLAIN is defined as the capability of decoding and rendering plain text with any 
character encoding (charset) that contains a subset of the logical characters in Unicode [2]  (e.g. US-ASCII [3], ISO-
8859-1 [4], UTF-8 [5], Shift_JIS, etc.).In the context of this specification, the media type for text with this capability 
26143_TEXT_PLAIN shall be signalled with text/plain as defined in IETF RFC 2046 [12]. However, the 
decoding and rendering capability 26143_TEXT_PLAIN includes that unrecognized subtypes of "text" shall be 
treated as subtype "plain" as long as the MIME implementation knows how to handle the charset.  

Interoperability with SMS/MMS text type is according to [15]. 

5.3.2 MMBP Content Generator capabilities 

The capability 26143_TEXT_ENC_PLAIN for a content generator is defined as the combination of the following 
capabilities: 

- the capability to generate plain text with any character encoding (charset) that contains a subset of the logical 
characters in Unicode [2], such that the file can be played back by a player with the capability 
26143_TEXT_PLAIN, 

- the provisioning of media type signalling with the MMBP using text/plain as defined in IETF RFC 2046 
[12]. 
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5.4 Image 

5.4.1 Player and Decoding capabilities 

The capability 26143_IMG_JPEG is defined as the capability of decoding and rendering images according to, 
ISO/IEC JPEG [8] together 

-  with JFIF [16] and the following two modes: 

- baseline DCT, non-differential, Huffman coding, as defined in table B.1, symbol ‘SOF0’ in [17]; 

- progressive DCT, non-differential, Huffman coding, as defined in table B.1, symbol ‘SOF2’ [17].- with EXIF 
compressed image file format, as defined in [18] and the  baseline DCT mode.  

In the context of this specification, the media type for images with this capability 26143_IMG_JPEG shall be 
signalled with image/jpeg as defined in IETF RFC 2046 [12]. 

The capability 26143_IMG_HEIC is defined as the capability of decoding and rendering images conforming to  

- the 'heic' brand as defined in ISO/IEC 23008-12 [24],  

- the 'MiHB' brand as defined in ISO/IEC 23000-22:2019 [22], and 

- the contained elementary bitstream conforming to H.265 (HEVC) Main Profile, Main Tier, Level 5.1[25] 
bitstreams have general_progressive_source_flag equal to 1, general 
interlaced_source_flag equal to 0, general_non_packed_constraint_flag equal to 1, and 
general_frame_only_constraint_flag equal to 1. 

In the context of this specification, the media type for images with this capability 26143_IMG_HEIC shall be 
signalled with image/heic, profile="heic,MiHB" itemTypes="hvc1.1.2.L153.B0" or an 
equivalently compatible media type as defined in [22].  

The capability 26143_IMG_GIF is defined as the capability of decoding and rendering bitmap graphics conforming 
either to GIF87a [19] or to GIF89a, [20]. In the context of this specification, the media type for images with this 
capability 26143_IMG_GIF shall be signalled with image/gif as defined in IETF RFC 2046 [12]. 

The capability 26143_IMG_PNG is defined as the capability of decoding and rendering bitmap graphics conforming to 
PNG [21]. In the context of this specification, the media type for images with this capability 26143_IMG_GIF shall 
be signalled with image/png. 

5.4.2 MMBP Content Generator capabilities 

The capability 26143_IMG_ENC_JPEG for a content generator is defined as the combination of the following 
capabilities: 

- the capability to generate an image according to ISO/IEC JPEG [8] that can be played by a player conforming to 
26143_IMG_JPEG as defined in clause 5.4.1, i.e. restricted by either 

- using JFIF [16] and one of the following two modes: 

- baseline DCT, non-differential, Huffman coding, as defined in table B.1, symbol ‘SOF0’ in [17], or 

- progressive DCT, non-differential, Huffman coding, as defined in table B.1, symbol ‘SOF2’ [17]. 

- using EXIF compressed image file format as defined in [18] and the baseline DCT mode. 

- the provisioning of media type signalling with the MMBP using image/jpeg as defined in IETF RFC 2046 
[12]. 
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5.5 Speech and Audio 

5.5.1 Player and Decoding capabilities 

The capability 26143_AUDIO_EVS is defined as the capability of playing back (decoding and rendering) a file that   

- is decodable by a decoder capable of the EVS decoding capabilities as defined in clause 5.2 of TS 26.117 [5] and 
the receiver requirements in clause 6.2.4.2 of TS 26.117 [5], 

- is encapsulated in an ISO BMFF Track [14] conforming with the requirements of the sample entry 'sevs' as 
defined in TS 26.244 [26],  

- is contained in a 3GP file that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 capability as defined in 
clause 5.2.  

In the context of this specification, the media type for files with this capability 26143_AUDIO_EVS shall be signalled 
with audio/mp4, profile="3gp9" codecs="sevs" or an equivalently compatible media type.  

The capability 26143_AUDIO_AMR-WB is defined as the capability of playing back (decoding and rendering) a file 
that   

- is decodable by a decoder capable of the AMR-WB decoding capabilities as defined in clause 5.2 of TS 26.117 
[5] and the receiver requirements in clause 6.2.3.2 of TS 26.117 [5], 

- is encapsulated in an ISO BMFF Track [14] conforming with the requirements of the sample entry 'sawb' as 
defined in TS 26.244 [26],  

- is contained in a 3GP file that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 capability as defined in 
clause 5.2.  

In the context of this specification, the media type for files with this capability 26143_AUDIO_EVS shall be signalled 
with audio/mp4, profile="3gp9" codecs="sawb" or an equivalently compatible media type.  

The capability 26143_AUDIO_AMR is defined as the capability of playing back (decoding and rendering) a file that   

- is decodable by a decoder capable of the AMR decoding capabilities as defined in clause 5.2 of TS 26.117 [5] 
and the receiver requirements in clause 6.2.2.2 of TS 26.117 [5], 

- is encapsulated in an ISO BMFF Track [14] conforming with the requirements of the sample entry 'samr' as 
defined in TS 26.244 [26],  

- is contained in a 3GP file that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 capability as defined in 
clause 5.2.  

In the context of this specification, the media type for files with this capability 26143_AUDIO_EVS shall be signalled 
with audio/mp4, profile="3gp9" codecs="samr" or an equivalently compatible media type.  

The capability 26143_AUDIO_XHE-AAC is defined as the capability of playing back (decoding and rendering) a file 
that   

- is decodable by a decoder capable of the xHE-AAC stereo decoding capabilities as defined in clause 5.2 of TS 
26.117 [5] and the receiver requirements in clause 6.4.2.2 of TS 26.117 [5], 

- is encapsulated in an ISO BMFF Track [14] conforming with the requirements of the sample entry 
'mp4a.40.29',  

- is contained in a 3GP file that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 capability as defined in 
clause 5.2.  
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In the context of this specification, the media type for files with this capability 26143_AUDIO_XHE-AAC shall be 
signalled with audio/mp4, profile="3gp9" codecs="mp4a.40.29" or an equivalently compatible media 
type.  

The capability 26143_AUDIO_EAAC+ is defined as the capability of playing back (decoding and rendering) a file 
that   

- is decodable by a decoder capable of the eAAC+ decoding capabilities as defined in clause 5.2 of TS 26.117 [5] 
and the receiver requirements in clause 6.3.2.2 of TS 26.117 [5], 

- is encapsulated in an ISO BMFF Track [14] conforming with the requirements of the sample entry 
'mp4a.40.5',  

- is contained in a 3GP file that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 capability as defined in 
clause 5.2.  

In the context of this specification, the media type for files with this capability 26143_AUDIO_EVS shall be signalled 
with audio/mp4, profile="3gp9" codecs="mp4a.40.5" or an equivalently compatible media type.  

5.5.2 MMBP Content Generator capabilities 

The capability 26143_AUDIO_ENC_EVS for a content generator is defined as the combination of the following 
capabilities: 

- the capability to generate a file from an audio signal in real-time, such that the file can be played back by a 
player with the capability 26143_AUDIO_EVS, 

- the EVS encoding capabilities as defined in clause 5.3 of TS 26.117 [5] and the sender requirements in clause 
6.2.4.3 of TS 26.117 [5], 

- the capability to generate an ISO BMFF track that conforms with the requirements of the sample entry 'sevs' 
as defined in TS 26.244 [26]. 

- the generation of a 3GP file from the ISO BMFF track that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 
capability as defined in clause 5.2. 

- the provisioning of media type signalling with the generated file using audio/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="sevs" or an equivalently compatible media type.  

The capability 26143_AUDIO_ENC_AMR-WB for a content generator is defined as the combination of the following 
capabilities: 

- the capability to generate a file from an audio signal in real-time, such that the file can be played back by a 
player with the capability 26143_AUDIO_AMR-WB, 

- the AMR-WB encoding capabilities as defined in clause 5.3 of TS 26.117 [5] and the sender requirements in 
clause 6.2.3.3 of TS 26.117 [5], 

- the capability to generate an ISO BMFF track that conforms with the requirements of the sample entry 'sawb' 
as defined in TS 26.244 [26]. 

- the generation of a 3GP file from the ISO BMFF track that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 
capability as defined in clause 5.2. 

- the provisioning of media type signalling with the generated file using audio/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="sawb" or an equivalently compatible media type.  

The capability 26143_AUDIO_ENC_AMR for a content generator is defined as the combination of the following 
capabilities: 

- the capability to generate a file from an audio signal in real-time, such that the file can be played back by a 
player with the capability 26143_AUDIO_AMR, 
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- the EVS encoding capabilities as defined in clause 5.3 of TS 26.117 [5] and the sender requirements in clause 
6.2.2.3 of TS 26.117 [5], 

- the capability to generate an ISO BMFF track that conforms with the requirements of the sample entry 'samr' 
as defined in TS 26.244 [26]. 

- the generation of a 3GP file from the ISO BMFF track that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 
capability as defined in clause 5.2. 

- the provisioning of media type signalling with the generated file using audio/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="samr" or an equivalently compatible media type.  

The capability 26143_AUDIO_ENC_XHE-AAC for a content generator is defined as the combination of the following 
capabilities: 

- the capability to generate a file from an audio signal in real-time, such that the file can be played back by a 
player with the capability 26143_AUDIO_XHE-AAC, 

- the xHE-AAC stereo encoding capabilities as defined in clause 5.3 of TS 26.117 [5] and the sender requirements 
in clause 6.4.2.3 of TS 26.117 [5], 

- the capability to generate an ISO BMFF track that conforms with the requirements of the sample entry 
'mp4a.40.29' as defined in TS 26.244 [26]. 

- the generation of a 3GP file from the ISO BMFF track that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 
capability as defined in clause 5.2. 

- the provisioning of media type signalling with the generated file using audio/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="mp4a.40.29" or an equivalently compatible media type.  

The capability 26143_AUDIO_ENC_EAAC+ for a content generator is defined as the combination of the following 
capabilities: 

- the capability to generate a file from an audio signal in real-time, such that the file can be played back by a 
player with the capability 26143_AUDIO_EAAC+, 

- the eAAC+ encoding capabilities as defined in clause 5.3 of TS 26.117 [5] and the sender requirements in clause 
6.3.2.3 of TS 26.117 [5], 

- the capability to generate an ISO BMFF track that conforms with the requirements of the sample entry 
'mp4a.40.5' as defined in TS 26.244 [26]. 

- the generation of a 3GP file from the ISO BMFF track that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 
capability as defined in clause 5.2. 

- the provisioning of media type signalling with the generated file using audio/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="mp4a.40.5" or an equivalently compatible media type.  

5.6 Video 

5.6.1 Player and Decoding capabilities 

The capability 26143_VIDEO_AVC-HD is defined as the capability of playing back (decoding and rendering) a file 
that   

- is decodable by a decoder capable of the AVC-HD-Dec decoding capabilities as defined in clause 4.2.1.1 of TS 
26.511 [4], 

- is encapsulated in an ISO BMFF Track [14] conforming with the requirements of the sample entry 'avc1' as 
defined in ISO/IEC 14496-15 [15],  

- is contained in a 3GP file that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 capability as defined in 
clause 5.2.  
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In the context of this specification, the media type for files with this capability 26143_VIDEO_AVC-HD shall be 
signalled with video/mp4, profile="3gp9" codecs="avc1.640028" or an equivalently compatible 
media type. 

The capability 26143_VIDEO_AVC-FullHD is defined as the capability of playing back (decoding and rendering) a 
file that   

- is decodable by a decoder capable of the AVC-FullHD-Dec decoding capabilities as defined in clause 4.2.1.1 of 
TS 26.511 [4], 

- is encapsulated in an ISO BMFF Track [14] conforming with the requirements of the sample entry 'avc1' as 
defined in ISO/IEC 14496-15 [15],  

- is contained in a 3GP file that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 capability as defined in 
clause 5.2. 

In the context of this specification, the media type for files with this capability 26143_VIDEO_AVC-FullHD shall be 
signalled with video/mp4, profile="3gp9" codecs="avc1.640029" or an equivalently compatible 
media type.  

The capability 26143_VIDEO_HEVC-HD is defined as the capability of playing back (decoding and rendering) a file 
that   

- is decodable by a decoder capable of the HEVC-HD-Dec decoding capabilities as defined in clause 4.2.2.1 of 
TS 26.511 [4], 

- is encapsulated in an ISO BMFF Track [14] conforming with the requirements of the sample entry 'hvc1' as 
defined in ISO/IEC 14496-15 [15],  

- is contained in a 3GP file that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 capability as defined in 
clause 5.2. 

In the context of this specification, the media type for files with this capability 26143_VIDEO_HEVC-HD shall be 
signalled with video/mp4, profile="3gp9" codecs="hvc1.1.2.L93.B0" or an equivalently compatible 
media type.  

The capability 26143_VIDEO_HEVC-FullHD is defined as the capability of playing back (decoding and rendering) 
a file that   

- is decodable by a decoder capable of the HEVC-FullHD-Dec decoding capabilities as defined in clause 4.2.2.1 
of TS 26.511 [4], 

- is encapsulated in an ISO BMFF Track [14] conforming with the requirements of the sample entry 'hvc1' as 
defined in ISO/IEC 14496-15 [15],  

- is contained in a 3GP file that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 capability as defined in 
clause 5.2. 

In the context of this specification, the media type for files with this capability 26143_VIDEO_HEVC-FullHD shall 
be signalled with video/mp4, profile="3gp9" codecs="hvc1.2.4.L123.B0" or an equivalently 
compatible media type.  

The capability 26143_VIDEO_HEVC-UHD is defined as the capability of playing back (decoding and rendering) a file 
that   

- is decodable by a decoder capable of the HEVC-UHD-Dec decoding capabilities as defined in clause 4.2.2.1 of 
TS 26.511 [4], 

- is encapsulated in an ISO BMFF Track [14] conforming with the requirements of the sample entry 'hvc1' as 
defined in ISO/IEC 14496-15 [15],  

- is contained in a 3GP file that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 capability as defined in 
clause 5.2. 
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In the context of this specification, the media type for files with this capability 26143_VIDEO_HEVC-UHD shall be 
signalled with video/mp4, profile="3gp9" codecs="hvc1.2.4.L153.B0" or an equivalently 
compatible media type.  

NOTE:  In the absence of knowledge of detailed capabilities, 16:9 and 9:16 image formats are preferably used. 

5.6.2 MMBP Content Generator capabilities 

The capability 26143_VIDEO_ENC_AVC-HD for a content generator is defined as the combination of the following 
capabilities: 

- the capability to generate a file from a video signal in real-time, such that the file can be played back by a player 
with the capability 26143_VIDEO_AVC-HD, 

- the AVC-HD-Enc encoding capabilities as defined in clause 4.1.2.2 of TS 26.511 [4] to generate a bitstream 
from the video signal 

- the capability to generate an ISO BMFF track from the bitstream that conforms with the requirements of the 
sample entry 'avc1' as defined in ISO/IEC 14496-15 [15]. 

- the generation of a 3GP file from the ISO BMFF track that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 
capability as defined in clause 5.2. 

- the provisioning of media type signalling with the generated file using video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs=" avc1.640028" or an equivalently compatible media type.  

The capability 26143_VIDEO_ENC_AVC-FullHD for a content generator is defined as the combination of the 
following capabilities: 

- the capability to generate a file from a video signal in real-time, such that the file can be played back by a player 
with the capability 26143_VIDEO_AVC-FullHD, 

- the AVC-FullHD-Enc encoding capabilities as defined in clause 4.1.2.2 of TS 26.511 [4] to generate a bitstream 
from the video signal 

- the capability to generate an ISO BMFF track from the bitstream that conforms with the requirements of the 
sample entry 'avc1' as defined in ISO/IEC 14496-15 [15]. 

- the generation of a 3GP file from the ISO BMFF track that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 
capability as defined in clause 5.2. 

- the provisioning of media type signalling with the generated file using video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs=" avc1.640029" or an equivalently compatible media type.  

The capability 26143_VIDEO_ENC_HEVC-HD for a content generator is defined as the combination of the following 
capabilities: 

- the capability to generate a file from a video signal in real-time, such that the file can be played back by a player 
with the capability 26143_VIDEO_HEVC-HD, 

- the HEVC-HD-Enc encoding capabilities as defined in clause 4.2.2.2 of TS 26.511 [4] to generate a bitstream 
from the video signal 

- the capability to generate an ISO BMFF track from the bitstream that conforms with the requirements of the 
sample entry 'hvc1' as defined in ISO/IEC 14496-15 [15]. 

- the generation of a 3GP file from the ISO BMFF track that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 
capability as defined in clause 5.2. 

- the provisioning of media type signalling with the generated file using video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="hvc1.1.2.L93.B0" or an equivalently compatible media type.  
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The capability 26143_VIDEO_ENC_HEVC-FullHD for a content generator is defined as the combination of the 
following capabilities: 

- the capability to generate a file from a video signal in real-time, such that the file can be played back by a player 
with the capability 26143_VIDEO_HEVC-FullHD, 

- the HEVC-FullHD-Enc encoding capabilities as defined in clause 4.2.2.2 of TS 26.511 [4] to generate a 
bitstream from the video signal 

- the capability to generate an ISO BMFF track from the bitstream that conforms with the requirements of the 
sample entry 'hvc1' as defined in ISO/IEC 14496-15 [15]. 

- the generation of a 3GP file from the ISO BMFF track that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 
capability as defined in clause 5.2. 

- the provisioning of media type signalling with the generated file using video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="hvc1.2.4.L123.B0" or an equivalently compatible media type.  

The capability 26143_VIDEO_ENC_HEVC-UHD for a content generator is defined as the combination of the 
following capabilities: 

- the capability to generate a file from a video signal in real-time, such that the file can be played back by a player 
with the capability 26143_VIDEO_HEVC-UHD, 

- the HEVC-UHD-Enc encoding capabilities as defined in clause 4.2.2.2 of TS 26.511 [4] to generate a bitstream 
from the video signal 

- the capability to generate an ISO BMFF track from the bitstream that conforms with the requirements of the 
sample entry 'hvc1' as defined in ISO/IEC 14496-15 [15]. 

- the generation of a 3GP file from the ISO BMFF track that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 
capability as defined in clause 5.2. 

- the provisioning of media type signalling with the generated file using video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="hvc1.2.4.L153.B0" or an equivalently compatible media type. 

5.7 Timed Text and Subtitles 

5.7.1 Player and Decoding capabilities 

The capability 26143_TT_3GPP is defined as the capability of decoding and rendering a file that   

- includes a track conforming conforms to the sample entry 'tx3g' as defined in TS 26.245 [27] and 

- is contained in a 3GP file that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 capability as defined in 
clause 5.2. 

In the context of this specification, the media type for files with this capability 26143_TT_3GPP shall be signalled 
with text/mp4, profile="3gp9" codecs="tx3g" or an equivalently compatible media type.  

The capability 26143_TT_IMSC11 is defined as the capability of decoding and rendering a file that   

- includes a track conforming conforms to the sample entry 'stpp' as defined in ISO/IEC 14496-30 [28] and 

- is contained in a 3GP file that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 capability as defined in 
clause 5.2. 
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In the context of this specification, the media type for files with this capability 26143_TT_IMSC11 shall be signalled 
with application/mp4, profile="3gp9" codecs="stpp.ttml.im2t" or an equivalently compatible 
media type.  

5.7.2 MMBP Content Generator capabilities 

The capability 26143_ENC_TT_3GPP for a content generator is defined as the combination of the following 
capabilities: 

- the capability to generate a file from a timed text signal, such that the file can be played back by a player with 
the capability 26143_TT_3GPP, 

- the capability to generate an ISO BMFF track from the bitstream track that conforms with the requirements of 
the sample entry 'tx3g' as defined in TS 26.245 [27]. 

- the generation of a 3GP file from the ISO BMFF track that conforms to the 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 
capability as defined in clause 5.2. 

- the provisioning of media type signalling with the generated file using video/mp4, profile="3gp9" 
codecs="tx3g" or an equivalently compatible media type.  

5.8 3D scenes and assets 
The capability 26143_SCENE_GLTF20 is defined as the capability of rendering glTF 2.0 scenes as specified in [2] 
for which all components of the 3D scene are included as multiple parts in a related MMBP as defined in clause 4.4, for 
which the root MMBP is a glTF2.0 JSON document. 

The capability 26143_SCENE_GLTF20_GLB is defined as the capability of rendering glTF 2.0 scenes as specified in 
[2] for which all components of the 3D scene are either  

- encapsulated in a GLB file, or  

- included as multiple parts in a related MMBP, for which the root MMBP is a GLB file. 

The capability 26143_SCENE_GLTF20_AR is defined as the capability of 26143_SCENE_GLTF20 with the 
addition, that the scene may include MPEG_anchor extension, EXT_lights_image_based and 
MPEG_lights_texture_based extensions as defined in [3]. 

The capability 26143_SCENE_GLTF20_GLB_AR is defined as the capability of 26143_SCENE_GLTF20_GLB 
with the addition, that the scene may include MPEG_anchor extension, EXT_lights_image_based and 
MPEG_lights_texture_based extensions as defined in [3]. 

It is recommended that clients supporting such capabilities determine if the media can be safely processed prior to any 
processing and rendering. 

In the context of this specification, the media type for scenes with this capability 26143_SCENE_GLTF20 and 
26143_SCENE_GLTF20_GLB_AR shall be signalled with model/gltf+json as defined in [2].  

In the context of this specification, the media type for scenes with this capability 26143_SCENE_GLTF20_GLB and 
26143_SCENE_GLTF20_GLB_AR shall be signalled with model/gltf+binary as defined in [2].  

5.9 Presentation format 
The capability 26143_PRESENTATION_HTML5 is defined as the capability of rendering HTML-5 content according 
to the profile defined TS 26.307 [31] with the following further restrictions: 

- all components of the 3D scene are included as multiple parts in a related MMBP as defined in clause 4.4, for 
which the root MMBP is an HTML-5 document. 

- the functionalities as defined in TS 26.307 [31], clause 4, are further restricted to the Markup in clause 4.2 and 
Style in clause 4.3. 
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NOTE: In order to address potential security risks, Scripting as defined in TS 26.307 [31], clause 4.4 is excluded 
from the capabilities. 

- the APIs as defined in TS 26.307 [31], clause 5, are further restricted to the Forms API and the Canvas API. 

- the media types may be further restricted. 

NOTE:  As this specification does not define mechanisms for referencing external content, any network APIs from 
TS 26.307 [31] are excluded. 

It is recommended that clients supporting such capabilities determine if the media can be safely processed prior to any 
processing and rendering. 

In the context of this specification, the media type for scenes with this capability 26143_PRESENTATION_HTML5 
shall be signalled with text/html as defined in [2].  

6 Messaging Media Profiles 

6.1 Overview 
This specification defines several messaging media profiles that apply for the player or the content generator.  

6.2 Baseline MMBP Player Profile 

6.2.1 Overview 

The baseline MMBP Player profile is aligned with TS 26.140 [32].  

The container format is based on IETF RFC 2045 [23] as the format for the MMBPs. Offering of alternative content is 
the container is permitted. In addition, the profile permits to encapsulate encapsulation of real-time video into the 3GP 
file format using the baseline profile. The container does not support external bodies, i.e. the MMBP is expected to be 
delivered as a single message. For details on the container format requirements, refer to clause 6.2.2. 

The media types address basic text, audio/speech, images, video, text/subtitle, 3D scenes including AR as well as 
simple HTML-5 presentations. 

Conten conforming to the baseline MMBP player may include media types that are not explicitly supported by the 
media capabilities as defined in clause 6.2.3. Receivers shall ignore non-recognized media types. However, based on the 
container requirements, ignoring media types may results in specific processing requirements, for example pick an 
alternative, or ignore the entire MMBP. 

Content generated to be compatible for playback on players for this profile as well as players expose their capabilities 
should use the URN identifier "urn:3GPP:26143:18:baseline-mmbp-player". 

6.2.2 Container Format 

The following capabilities for the container format as defined in clause 5.2.1 shall be supported: 

- 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_SINGLE 

- 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_MIXED 

- 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_ALTERNATIVE 

- 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2387_RELATED 

- 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9 

The following capabilities for the container format as defined in clause 5.2 should be supported: 
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- 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_PARALLEL 

In addition, multipart/parallel shall not be present in an MMBP on the same level if a 3GP file Rel-9 basic 
profile as defined in TS 26.244 [26] identified by the brand '3gp9'is present and contains more than on track. 

6.2.3 Media Types 

The capability 26143_TEXT_PLAIN as defined in clause 5.3 shall be supported. 

If still images are supported, 

- the 26143_IMG_JPEG capability as defined in clause 5.4.1 shall be supported, 

- the 26143_IMG_HEIC capability as defined in clause 5.4.1 should be supported. 

If bitmap graphics are supported, 

- the 26143_IMG_GIF capability as defined in clause 5.4.1 should be supported. 

- the 26143_IMG_PNG capability as defined in clause 5.4.1 should be supported. 

If the reception of audio or speech is supported, then the following applies: 

- the 26143_AUDIO_EVS capability as defined in clause 5.5.1 shall be supported. 

- the 26143_AUDIO_AMR-WB capability as defined in clause 5.5.1 shall be supported. 

- the 26143_AUDIO_XHE-AAC capability as defined in clause 5.5.1 should be supported. 

- the 26143_AUDIO_AMR capability as defined in clause 5.5.1 shall be supported. 

- the 26143_AUDIO_EAAC+ capability as defined in clause 5.5.1 shall be supported. 

If the reception of video is supported, then the following applies: 

- the 26143_VIDEO_AVC-HD capability as defined in clause 5.6.1 shall be supported. 

- the 26143_VIDEO_HEVC-HD capability as defined in clause 5.6.1 should be supported. 

If the reception of HD-HDR video is supported, then the following applies: 

- the 26143_VIDEO_AVC-FullHD capability as defined in clause 5.6.1 shall be supported. 

- the 26143_VIDEO_HEVC-FullHD capability as defined in clause 5.6.1 shall be supported. 

- the 26143_VIDEO_HEVC-UHD capability as defined in clause 5.6.1 should be supported. 

If timed text is supported,  

- the 26143_TT_3GPP capability as defined in clause 5.7.1 shall be supported. 

- the 26143_TT_IMSC11 capability as defined in clause 5.7.1 should be supported. 

If a processor for media type 'model' as defined in RFC2077 [33] is supported (i.e. a processor for 3D scenes and 
objects), then a processor for the media subtype 'model/gltf' should be supported. If a processor for the media 
subtype 'model/gltf' is supported,  

- the 26143_SCENE_GLTF20 capability and the 26143_SCENE_GLTF20_GLB capability as defined in 
clause 5.8 shall be supported assuming either a single body part or a multipart/related body part as 
defined in clause 5.2.  

- and if the device is a device type as defined in TS 26.119 [34], clause 10, the 26143_SCENE_GLTF20_AR and 
the 26143_SCENE_GLTF20_GLB_AR capability as defined in clause 5.8 shall be supported assuming either a 
single body part or a multipart/related body part as defined in clause 5.2. 
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If a processor for the media type text/html is supported, the 26143_PRESENTATION_HTML5 capability as 
defined in clause 5.9 should be supported assuming either a single body part or a multipart/related body part as 
defined in clause 5.2. The media formats shall be restricted to the capabilities defined in this clause.  

6.3 Baseline MMBP Generator Profile 

6.3.1 Overview 

The baseline MMBP Generator profile is aligned with TS 26.140 [32].  

It primarily addresses the ability for users to generate content, for example on a mobile device.  

The container format is based on IETF RFC 2045 [23] as the format for the MMBPs. Offering of alternative content is 
the container is permitted. In addition, the profile permits to encapsulate encapsulation of real-time video into the 3GP 
file format using the baseline profile. The container does not support external bodies, i.e. the MMBP is expected to be 
delivered as a single message. For details on the container format requirements, refer to clause 6.3.2. 

The media types supported by this profile are basic text, audio/speech, images, video, and text. 

Content conforming to the baseline MMBP generator profile may include media types that are not explicitly supported 
by the media capabilities as defined in clause 6.3.3. Receivers are expected to ignore non-recognized media types. 
However, based on the container requirements, ignoring media types may results in specific processing requirements, 
for example pick an alternative, or ignore the entire MMBP. 

Additional packaging requirements and recommendations are provided in clause 6.3.4. 

Content generated to be compatible for this profile as well as generators expose their capabilities should use the URN 
identifier "urn:3GPP:26143:18:baseline-mmbp-generator". 

6.3.2 Container Format 

The following capabilities for the container format as defined in clause 5.2.2 shall be supported: 

- 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_SINGLE_GEN 

- 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_MIXED_GEN 

- 26143_CONTAINER_MP4_3GP9_GEN 

The following capabilities for the container format as defined in clause 5.2 should be supported: 

- 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_PARALLEL_GEN 

- 26143_CONTAINER_RFC2046_ALTERNATIVE_GEN 

6.3.3 Media Types 

If the transmission of images is supported, then the following applies: 

- the 26143_IMAGE_ENC_JPEG capability as defined in clause 5.4.2 shall be supported. 

If the transmission of speech is supported, then the following applies: 

- the 26143_AUDIO_ENC_EVS capability as defined in clause 5.5.2 shall be supported. 

- the 26143_AUDIO_ENC_AMR-WB capability as defined in clause 5.5.2 should be supported. 

- the 26143_AUDIO_ENC_AMR capability as defined in clause 5.5.2 may be supported. 

If the transmission of audio is supported, then the following applies: 

- the 26143_AUDIO_ENC_EAAC+ capability as defined in clause 5.5.2 shall be supported. 
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- the 26143_AUDIO_ENC_XHE-AAC capability as defined in clause 5.5.2 should be supported. 

If the transmission of video is supported, then the following applies: 

- the 26143_VIDEO_ENC_HEVC-FullHD capability as defined in clause 5.6.2 shall be supported. 

If the transmission of timed text is supported, then the following applies: 

- the 26143_TT_ENC_3GPP capability as defined in clause 5.7.2 shall be supported. 

6.3.4 Packaging Requirements and Recommendations 

For content generated by this baseline generator, multipart/parallel shall not be present in an MMBP on the 
same level if a 3GP file Rel-9 basic profile as defined in TS 26.244 [26] identified by the brand '3gp9'is present and 
contains more than on track. 

NOTE:  This avoids the necessity to playback multiple tracks included in a single file with tracks provided to the 
multipart MMBP in the parallel structure. 

When generating a speech message, the MMBP Generator shall at least include an EVS Content together with potential 
alternatives. 

When generating an Audio message, the MMBP Generator shall at least include an eAAC+ stereo Content together 
with potential alternatives. 
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Annex A (informative): 
Registration Information 

A.1 3GPP Registered URIs 
The clause documents the registered URIs in this specification following the process in https://www.3gpp.org/3gpp-
groups/core-network-terminals-ct/ct-wg1/uniform-resource-identifier-uri-list, 

Table A-1 lists all registered URN values as well as  

- a brief description of its functionality; 

- a reference to the specification or other publicly available document (if any) containing the definition; 

- the name and email address of the person making the application; and 

- any supplementary information considered necessary to support the application. 

Table A-1: 3GPP Registered URNs 

URN Description Reference Contact Remarks 

urn:3GPP: 
26143:18:baseline-mmbp-

player 

Media Messaging Baseline 
MMBP Player Profile 

TS 26.143, 
clause 6.2.1  

Thomas Stockhammer 
tsto@qti.qualcomm.com 

none 

urn:3GPP: 
26143:18:baseline-mmbp-

generator 

Media Messaging Baseline 
MMBP Generator Profile 

TS 26.143, 
clause 6.3.1  

Thomas Stockhammer 
tsto@qti.qualcomm.com 

none 
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Annex B (informative): 
Examples 

NOTE:  Examples are for further study 
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Annex Z (informative): 
Change history 

Change history 
Date Meeting TDoc CR Rev Cat Subject/Comment New 

version 
2023-08 SA4#125 S4-231444    Initial draft 0.1.0 
2023-11 SA4#126 S4-231670    New draft: S4-231993 (alignment from 26.140), S4-231958, S4-

231871 
0.2.0 

2023-11 SA4-e (AH) 
MBS SWG 
post 126 
(30 Nov. 

2023) 

S4aI230180    New draft: S4aI230183, S4aI230184 0.3.0 

2023-12 SA#102 SP-231575    Version 1.0.0 created by MCC 1.0.0 
2024-02 SA4#127 S4-240214    Version 1.1.0 created by the editor 

Agreed pCRs: 
- S4-240365 
- S4-240419 
- S4-240420 
- S4-240287 

1.1.0 

2024-03 SA#103 SP-240025    Version 2.0.0 created by MCC 2.0.0 
2024-03 SA#103 SP-240502    Version 2.1.0 created by the editor. 

Agreed pCR:  
- SP-240284 

2.1.0 

2024-03 SA#103     version 18.0.0 created by MCC 18.0.0 
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History 

Document history 

V18.0.0 May 2024 Publication 
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